
4 April 1792 
Test. Dative 
John Wilson

The Testament dative and Inventory of the goods and gear which pertained and 
belonged to Umql. [umquhill - the late] John Wilson Senior Shipmaster in Leith at the 
time of his decease who died upon the sixth day of July seventeen hundred and ninety 
years.  Faithfully made and given up by George Simpson Ship Carpenter in Leith to & as 
having knowledge in name & behalf of Janet Wilson his spouse Daughter of the 
defunct and by John Gullon or Gillon Shipmaster in Leith husband to and in name and 
behalf of Euphemia Wilson his spouse also daughter of the said defunct, and by the 
said George Simpson and John Gullon or Gillon tutors appointed by the Commissioners 
of Edinburgh to James Wilson and Frances Wilson children of the defunct ad hume 
effectum to give up Inventory and expede the defunct’s Testament in their name and 
for their behalf so far as they are concerned.  Which Janet, Euphemia, James and 
Frances Wilsons are executors dative qua nearest in kin decerned to the said Umql. 
John Wilson their father and that by decreet of the Commissioners of Edinburgh as the 
same dated the twenty first day of March seventeen hundred and ninety two years in 
itself more fully bears.  

Follows the Inventory 

In the first the said Umgl. John Wilson had pertaining and belonging to him the time of 
his decease the sum of thirty pounds Sterling being the value of the Sloop Providence 
of Leith which belonged to the defunct, and of which the now deceased John Wilson 
Junior was sometime Master. Esctending the said sum of thirty pounds Sterling in 
Scots money to three hundred and sixty pounds. 

Summa of the Inventory iii C & Lx = Lib 

Masters Andrew Balfour sec. with full power to the said executors and the said George 
Simpson and John Gullon as tutors foresaid for the behalf of the said James and 
Frances Wilsons intromit Sec. Cautioner William Murdoch spade manufacturer at Leith 
Walk, dated the fourth day of April Seventeen hundred & ninety two years.  
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